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0. A classical result of Fatou states that if u(z) is harmonic and bounded in

|z| < 1 then u has a nontangential limit at almost every point eie. The same con-

clusion holds if u is only bounded from below. These results have a local analogue

—namely, if u(z) is harmonic in |z| < 1 and at each point eie of a measurable set E

there is some cone in which u(z) is bounded from either above or below then u(z)

has a nontangential limit at almost every eie e E. With the aid of conformai

mapping one can show the above results hold for regions of the plane more general

than \z\ < I.

Methods similar to those used for \z\ < 1 may be applied to functions which are

harmonic in the unit ball of Euclidean (« + l)-space. However, since we lack a

conformai mapping theorem for more general domains PcPn + 1 the situation

there is more technically complicated. Known results for certain kinds of domains

D^En + 1 are due to Brelot and Doob [2], Calderón [3], Carleson [4] and Widman

[7], and the purpose of this paper is to obtain nontangential boundary values for

functions which are harmonic in still more general types of domains D<=£n + 1 and

bounded from above or below in cones. The domains which we consider are all

regular domains for the solution of the Dirichlet problem.

For a regular domain D, our result may be stated as follows. Let E^8D and

suppose for each Q e E there is a cone with vertex Q which is exterior to D. Then

if u is harmonic in D and is bounded from above or below in a cone with vertex Q

for each Q e E, u has a finite nontangential limit at each Q e E except for a set of

harmonic measure zero.

It is natural that the exceptional set be one of harmonic measure zero since if

pe 8D is any set of harmonic measure zero it is easy to construct a positive harmonic

function with boundary value +oo at each point of P.

Our main result is a consequence of the basic result that if u is harmonic and

bounded in a starlike Lipschitz domain D, then u has a finite nontangential limit

at each QedD except for a set of harmonic measure zero. In §1 of this paper we

define the terms starlike Lipschitz domain, nontangential limit, and harmonic

measure. We also include some elementary consequences of these definitions and

some essential theorems on the differentiation of integrals.
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In §2, we consider the fundamental case when u is harmonic and bounded (from

above and below) in a starlike Lipschitz domain D. We obtain the representation

u(P) = f   f(Q)K(P,Q)dco°(Q),
JdD

where w° denotes harmonic measure evaluated at a fixed point of D, fe L1(doj°)

and K(P, Q) is a positive kernel which is bounded in Q for each fixed P e D. This

representation leads to

W(P)-f(Q0)\ ̂  f   K(P, Q)\f(Q)-f(Q0)\ doP(Q).
JdD

Write the integral above as the sum of an integral over a "disc" A centered at Q0

and an integral over 8D—A. The integral over the disc will be small if we choose

Q0 to be a "Lebesgue point" off with respect to cu° and use appropriate estimates

on K(P, Q). The integral over 8D—A will be small if we show K(P, 0-^0 as

P->Q0 for Qe8D-A.

In §3, we prove the necessary estimates of K(P, Q) by studying the harmonic

measure of subsets of 8D. The essential tools used are Harnack's principle and the

maximum principle.

In §4, we obtain nontangential boundary values for functions which are har-

monic and bounded from below in a starlike Lipschitz domain. A slight modification

of the proof in §2 shows that such functions are nontangentially bounded except at

a set of harmonic measure zero. We then construct a starlike Lipschitz domain

D<^D in which u is bounded from above and below and obtain our result from

the bounded case.

In §5, we prove our main result by reducing it to the case considered in §4. The

technique consists of constructing various auxiliary domains and relating the

different harmonic measures.

We wish to emphasize that the proof of the basic results of §§2 and 3 follows the

general outline of Carleson's proof of the following theorem (see [4]).

Theorem. Suppose u(P) is harmonic in the upper half-plane En++X and bounded

from below in a cone with vertex Q for each Q in a measurable subset E of the

boundary hyperplane En. Then u has a finite nontangential limit almost everywhere

in E.

We obtain this theorem as a special case of our main result.

1. This section contains definitions, preliminary remarks and notations con-

cerning Lipschitz domains, nontangential limits and harmonic measure. It also

contains theorems we will need on the differentiation of integrals.

We call an open bounded set D<=-En + X a Lipschitz domain if D and 8D are given

locally by a Lipschitz function—that is, to each point Q e 8D there corresponds a
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local coordinate system (X, y), X e En,y real, a neighborhood N of Q and a function

b(X) such that

(i) \b(X)-b(X')\Sc\X-X'\,
(ii) N n D = N n {(*, >>) : y>b(X)}, and

(iii) NndD = Nn {(X, y) : y = b(X)}.

A Lipschitz domain D is called starlike about P0 if each ray emanating from P0

intersects 37) exactly once and if the local coordinate system associated with each

QedD may be taken with y-axis along QP0- It is easy to see that if D is a Lipschitz

domain then for each Qe BDwe can choose the associated neighborhood N so that

N n D is a starlike Lipschitz domain.

If P is a Lipschitz domain starlike about P0, let T(P) be a cone (by which we

always mean an open circular cone) with vertex P, aperture 9, and axis along the

ray PP0- The definition of D implies the existence of a fixed angle 9 such that

(iv) if P is in the complement of D and T(P) opens away from P0 then T(P) is

contained in the complement of D, and

(v) if P is in the closure of D and T(P) opens towards P0 then T(P) truncated by

the farther surface of the inscribed sphere with center P0 is contained in D.

With 9 chosen smaller than the best possible choice, T(P) as in (iv) will be called

the standard outer cone at P and F(P) as in (v) will be called the standard inner cone

at P. The fact that the standard inner cone at P is contained in D for all P £ D is

utilized in applications of Harnack's principle. The existence of standard inner

and outer cones at QedD limits the range of 8D near Q.

Clearly, any starlike Lipschitz domain D is equal to the union of the standard

inner cones of D at Q, where Q ranges over 8D. This observation leads to a

method of constructing starlike Lipschitz domains. Let us note the analogous

construction in terms of a local coordinate system. That is, for each Q e E,

E<=-En + x, let T(Q) be a truncated cone with vertex at Q. Suppose the cones T(Q),

Qe E, are similar in size and orientation. If the set £ has a relatively small

diameter, then D = [JQeE T(Q) is a starlike Lipschitz domain.

For any domain D, a cone T with vertex QedD is called a nontangential cone

at Q if there is a cone T' such that r - {0 <= T' - P. A subdomain 5 of D is called

nontangential at QedD if S r\ dD = {Q) and all points of 5 near Q are contained

in a finite union of nontangential cones at Q. Note that the concept of nontan-

gential subdomain is directly related to Harnack's principle.

A function u(P), P e D, is said to be nontangentially bounded at QedD if it is

bounded in each nontangential subdomain at Q. If u(P)-^-L as P-* Q from

within every nontangential subdomain at Q, we say u has nontangential limit L

at Q.
We now recall the definition and some elementary properties of harmonic

measure (see [5, pp. 181-188]). Suppose D is a bounded, open, connected subset of

Pn + 1 and P is a Borel subset of 8D with characteristic function Xe(Q), Q e 8D. A

function <j>(P), P e D, is called a lower function of Xe in D if </> is subharmonic in D
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and lim supP^0 </>(P)ÚXe(Q) for every QedD. The harmonic measure of £,

denoted cup(£), is the pointwise supremum of the values <£(£), where ci is a lower

function of xe in D. (ojp(E) is also the pointwise infimum of the values >p(P), where

</j(P) is superharmonic in D and lim infP_Q ^(P)^Xe(Q) for every Q e 8D.) cop(£) is

harmonic in D, and when evaluated at a fixed F e D is a Borel measure on 8D.

If cupo(£) = 0 for some F0 e D, and hence cop(£) = 0 for all P e D by the maximum

principle, we say £is of harmonic measure zero in D. Clearly cup(£) = 0 if and only

if every lower function of xe in D is nonpositive in D.

If a Borel function f(Q), Q e 8D, is integrable with respect to dojpo then it is

integrable with respect to do/ for all F e D and jgD /(Ô) dojp(Q) is harmonic in D.

Ud f(Q) d<»p(Q) is the generalized solution of the Dirichlet problem for /. The

fact that D is a regular domain for the solution of the Dirichlet problem means that

iff(Q) is continuous at Q0 e 8D then

lim   f   f(Q)d«>p(Q)=f(Q0).
P->Oo JdD

In particular, if/(F) is harmonic in D and continuous in D then

f(P) = f   f(Q)dcop(Q),       PeD.
JdD

If D is a Lipschitz domain then each point Qe8D satisfies the Poincaré condi-

tion that some cone with vertex at Q is contained in the complement of D. Hence,

Lipschitz domains are regular domains for the solution of the Dirichlet problem.

We will need some results on the differentiation of integrals with respect to the

harmonic measure on a Lipschitz domain D which is starlike about the origin. Let

A(i) = A(s, Q0) be the disc of points of 8D near Q0 which are interior to the cylinder

of radius í with axis along the segment OQ0. We have the following theorem.

Theorem. Suppose D is Lipschitz and starlike about the origin. If dp.=f dof + dc

where feL1(do)°) and do is singular with respect to doj°, then for almost every

(dw°)Q0 e 8D

and

as s -> 0.

=w)Ll/<ew(e°)l"<"°(ß)^°

zm>LMa)-*m)

This theorem is a consequence of the general theory of differentiating one Borel

measure with respect to another (see [1]). For the reader who is more familiar with

the theory of differentiating measures with respect to Lebesgue measure, we re-

mark that the theorem can be proved along these lines. The crucial lemma which

allows us to substitute w° for Lebesgue measure is as follows.
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Lemma. Let D be Lipschitz and starlike about the origin and let c>0. Then

oj°(A(cs)) S Ci-°(A(j)),

where cx depends only on c and D.

The lemma can easily be proved by using Lemma 1 of §3 and a technique

similar to that used in proving Lemma 3 of §3. The lemma shows that magnifying

a disc can enlarge its harmonic measure at O only by a constant multiple. We use

this fact in the usual way to obtain the finite version of Vitali's covering lemma—

namely, if to each Q e E^dD there corresponds a disc A(-, Q), then there are a

finite number Al5..., AN of these discs which are disjoint and satisfy

2 _°(A,) S» c2_°(P),
í=i

where c2>0 depends only on D. (See [8, Vol. II, pp. 309-310].) The rest of the

proof of the theorem now follows standard lines. (See [6, pp. 114-119].)

2. In this section we assume the necessary estimates of A(P, Q) and prove the

following theorem.

Theorem. Suppose D is Lipschitz and starlike about the origin. If u(P) is har-

monic and bounded (from above and below) in D then u has a finite nontangential

limit at every point QedD except for a set of harmonic measure zero.

Proof. For 0<r< 1, u(rP) is harmonic in D and continuous in D. Hence

u(rP) = f   u(rQ) du>p(Q).
JdD

By Harnack's principle, ojp(E) S cPw°(E) for any measurable set E^8D. Hence

_p is absolutely continuous with respect to tu0; dojp(Q) = K(P, Q) dco°(Q). Then

K(P, Q) is essentially bounded (_°) in Q for each fixed P e D and K(P, g)âO.

Moreover,

f   K(P,Q)da>°(Q)=  f   doJp(Q)= 1,
JdD JdD

since the constant function 1 is harmonic in D with boundary values 1. We have

(2.1) u(rP)=\   K(P, Q)u(rQ) doj°(Q).
JdD

Since u(P) is bounded, the measures u(rQ) d<o°(Q) are uniformly bounded and

uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to w°. Hence there exist rn -> 1 and

feL^doj0) such that u(rnQ) dw°(Q) converges weakly to/(g) dw°(Q). If G(g) is

any bounded measurable function, then writing G = Gx + G2 where Gx is continuous

and G2 is bounded and has arbitrarily small support, we see

í   G(Q)u(rnQ)da>°(Q)->¡   G(Q)f(Q) dw°(Q).
JdD JdD
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Since K(P, Q) is bounded in Q for fixed P, letting r„ -> 1 in (2.1) we obtain

u(P) = f   K(P, Q)f(Q) da>°(Q).
JdD

Suppose 5 is a nontangential subdomain of D at Q0 and let A' be a point

of S. Let A = A(s0, Qa)^8D be the disc with center go and radius s0- Since

¡iDK(A', Q)dw°(Q)=l,

(2.2)

\u(A')-f(Q0)\ í £ K(A', Q)\f(Q)-f(Qo)\ dojO(Q)

+ i       K(A', Q)\f(Q)-f(Qo)\ daJo(Q).
JdD-A

Let Aj = A(2'\A'-Q0\, Q0), j=0, l,...,N, where N is chosen so that AN.X

cAcA,,. Let F0 = A0 and R, = A,-A¡_x, j= I,..., N, be rings with center Q0.

The first integral in (2.2) is then majorized by

2  f   K(A', 2)1/(0-/(00)1 dœ°(Q)
í = o JR¡

è 2 [ess sup K(A', Q)\ \   \f(Q)-f(Q0)\ dœ°(Q).

From §1, we have

|/(ß)-/(ßo)| doP(Q) = oKiA,)),1
as A shrinks, for almost every (da>°)Q0 e 8D. In §3 we prove

(2.3) ess sup K(A, Q) ï -gj-,
QeR, CO   (LXj)

where c depends only on the nontangential subdomain 5, c; depends only on D and

2ci<oo. The first integral in (2.2) is then small with A. The second integral in

(2.2) is dominated by

\ess sup K(A',Q)][u(O)+f(Q0)].
[<3eëD-A J

In §3 we prove that

(2.4) ess sup K(A', Q) = o(l)   as   A' -> Q0,
QedD-A

A being fixed. Hence the second integral in (2.2) tends to zero as A' ->• Q0, and the

theorem is proved.

3. In this section we prove the necessary estimates of the kernel K(P, Q). This is

done by studying the harmonic measure of discs. Since K(A, Q) is the Radon-

Nikodym derivative of a/ with respect to co°, the theorem on the differentiation of

integrals implies that the estimate

ess sup K(A, Q) s= c0
QeR
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follows if we show that wA(A) S c0oj°(A) for discs A with center at g e P and

arbitrarily small radius.

Let D be a Lipschitz domain starlike about the origin. For small s, let A(s, g)

be the disc of points of 8D near g which are interior to the cylinder of radius 5 with

axis OQ. Let Y(s, Q) be the part of the interior of this cylinder which is contained

in a sphere with center g and radius hs. Here « is a fixed positive constant which is

sufficiently large to ensure that one of the pieces of 8Y(s, Q) on the sphere is always

in the standard inner cone at g and the other is always in the standard outer cone

at g. B(s, Q) denotes the point of D on O Q whose distance from g is hs. Unless

we are interested in a particular point g we will delete g from the notations

above.

We begin with the following lemma (see [4]).

Lemma 1. The harmonic measure of A(s, Q) evaluated at the points of D on OQ

whose distance from Q is at most cs exceeds a fixed positive constant depending only

on D and c.

Proof. Let k(P) denote the harmonic measure in Y(s) of the piece of 8Y(s) on

the sphere lying in the standard outer cone at g. Then k(P) is majorized in

D n Y(s) by cup(A(s)). But k(P) evaluated at the points of D on OQ whose distance

from g is at most cxs, cx < h, exceeds a positive constant independent of s. The

lemma now follows from Harnack's principle.

The next lemma indicates the behavior of -P(A) for A-dP n Y and P e D—Y.

See [4].

Lemma 2. Given A = A(j0, g), let s^s0 andx¥(s) = x¥(s, Q). If s and s0 are suffi-

ciently small, depending on the geometry of D, then

(3.1) cop(A) S ccuBls)(A),

for P e D — Y(s), where c is a constant depending only on D.

Proof. Since -P(A) vanishes on 8D — Y(s), it is enough by the maximum

principle to prove (3.1) for P e D n 8Y(s). We first observe that

œp(A) S Cxo»Bis°\A),   PeD-W(so).

In fact, since cup(A)¿ 1, Lemma 1 implies this inequality for all P e D.

Suppose that for some constant cx and some positive integer j, 2's0Ss,

(3.2) cup(A) S Cxw^'-^oXA),   PeDn 8Y(2j"%),

and so for Pe D-X¥(2i~1s0)- With respect to the standard coordinate system of

En + 1,letP2 = (X2,0), X2 = (2,0,.. .,0)anda = {(X,y) : \X\ > 1, y> -B\X- X2\}.

Let k(P) be the harmonic measure(2) in Q. of the part of 8D. on the cylinder. If g'

(2) To see that k(P) exists, we truncate SI successively by a sequence of spheres with centers

at the origin and radii tending to infinity and observe that the corresponding harmonic measures

are uniformly small near the part of dSi on the cone.
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is any fixed point of 8x¥(2's0) n 8D, shrink Q by the factor 2'~1s0 and then translate

it so that the j-axis coincides with OQ and F2 becomes Q'. Here we assume that the

constant B has been chosen so that the cone corrresponding to

{(X,y):y> -B\X-X2\}

is contained in the complement of D. Due to the existence of standard outer cones

and the definition of D, this is possible if ä is sufficiently small. Let Q; denote the

region corresponding to Q and let k, correspond to k. By (3.2) and the maximnm

principle,

(3.3) wp(A) ¿ Cxwm'-lso\A)k^P),   PeD-Q.,.

By Harnack's principle there is a constant c2 independent of y such that

(3.4) ü>B<2'"lso>(A) g c2coS(2,V(A).

Since k(P) -> 0 as F ->■ (X2, O), there is an r¡ > 0 such that

(3.5) k(P) < l/ca       if \P-(X2,0)\ <t).

Hence if F is a point of D on the side of 8x¥(2's0) whose distance from 8D is less

than (2i~1s0)r¡, we obtain from (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5)

(3.6) cop(A) ^ c1o)Bi2,so>(A).

In particular, the constant cx in (3.6) is the same as that in (3.2).

By Harnack's principle, there exists c3 = c3(r¡) such that cup(A) ̂  c3cuB(2'so)(A)

for points F of D n 8y¥(2's0) which are not of the type in (3.6). If c4 = max [cx, c3],

cup(A) ^ c4cüB(2íso'(A)       for   PeDn 3^(2^),

and so for F 6.0-^(2%).

Repeating the argument with cx replaced by c4 in (3.2) and hence in (3.6), we

obtain the inequality above with the same constant c4. Since (3.2) holds fory'=l,

the argument may be applied inductively to D n 8Y(2'~1s0) until 2í5,0^s<2í + 1í0.

The maximum principle and Harnack's principle then complete the proof of

Lemma 2.

Before proving the estimates of K(P, Q), we establish one more lemma.

Lemma 3. Let £<= A = A(s, Q) and let A = A(s, Q) be the point on the segment O Q

whose distance from Q is s. Then

«/(£) á ca>0(E)/u>0(A).

Proof. Consider a cone T with vertex at the origin, axis along OQ and aperture

a fixed multiple of s such that the disc A is contained in T. Let H=H(s, Q) denote

the intersection of this cone with a sphere of radius hs and center Q, where « is a

fixed constant. Let a denote the part of 8H which is contained in the standard
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inner cone at g, and let ß denote the rest of D n 8H. For h sufficiently large, a

will contain a segment of the same length of each generator of the boundary of the

cone F. Because of the Lipschitz character of 8D we may assume that the length of

this segment exceeds the length of any segment of a generator of 8T which is

contained in ß. Let D = D — H and _p(-) denote harmonic measure in D. By the

maximum principle,

(3.7) _P(A) S a>p(a) + u>p(ß),       PeD.

It follows from the choice of « that for each sufficiently small s > 0 there exists

t = t(s), 0 < t < 1, such that tP e a for each Peß. By the maximum principle,

ä,p(ß) S ütp(a),       PeD.

Combining this with (3.7) and setting P= O, we obtain

(3.8) cu°(A) S 2_°(a).

Since the standard inner cone at g is a nontangential cone and all points Pea

have distances from A proportional to s, Harnack's principle implies

a>p(P) ^ coja(E),       Pea,

where c is independent of s. Hence, by the maximum principle,

_P(P) ^ ccoA(E)ôJp(a),       PeD.

Setting P=0 and using (3.8) we obtain

co°(E) S CojA(E)w°(a) Ê CioA(E)a>°(A)/2,

which proves Lemma 3.

We now prove the first estimate of K(P, Q). As always in this section, D is

Lipschitz and starlike about the origin.

Lemma 4. Per S be any nontangential subdomain of D at g0. Given A' e S, let

\A'-Qo\=a, A,= A(2'a, Qo),j=0,. ..,7V", R0 = A0andRj=A,-Aj_1,j=l, ...,N.

Then

(3.9) ess sup K(A', Q) S -^jk.       j = 0,..., N,

where 2f= 0 c, _ c' < oo. Here c' depends only on D and c depends only on S and D.

Proof. Since K(A', Q) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of wA' with respect to

cu°, (3.9) will follow if we show

(3.10) o>A'(A)/aJ°(A) S cci/oj^Ai)

for arbitrarily small discs A-P^.

Let A be the point on the segment Og0 whose distance from g0 is a. By Har-

nack's principle œA'(A)ScajA(A) where c depends only on the nontangential sub-

domain S. Hence it is enough to prove (3.10) with A' replaced by A.
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If A,- denotes the point of OQ0 whose distance from Q0 is 2'a, then from Lemma

3 we have

(3.11) ojai(A) í ccu^A)/«,0^,)       for   AcA,.

Harnack's principle and (3.11) yield (3.10) for (say)y=0, 1, 2, 3.

Suppose A is a small disc with center Q, e Rj,j^4. By Lemma 2,

(3.12) wp(A) ^ ctü«a,_ío"eíJ(A)

for P e D — ̂(2* ~ 2a, Q¡). Harnack's principle implies

cuB(2'-2a-°i>(A) ^ cco^(A).

Hence (3.11) and (3.12) imply

(3.13) «/(A) S ceü°(A)/co°(Ay),       PeD-W(2j-2a, Q,).

With respect to the standard coordinate system of £n + 1, let

l = {(X,y): |*|2+j2 < 1,7 > -B\X\}

and let «(F) be the harmonic measure in 1 of the part of 81, on the sphere. Shrink

S by a factor 2'~3a and then translate it so that the j-axis coincides with OQ0 and

the origin is at Q0. Let 1¡ denote the region obtained and let h¡ correspond to «.

We assume B has been chosen so that the standard outer cone at Q0 corresponds

to the cone removed from the unit sphere.  Since D n l^D—x¥(2'~2a, Q,),

(3.13) and the maximum principle imply

c«p(A) ̂  cc0°(A)«XF)/cü°(Aí)

for Fe D n E,. Setting P = A, we obtain o>A(A)¡a>0(A)^ch¡(A)/oj0(Aj).

Since hj(A) = h(0,23~i), it remains only to show 2? "(0,23"0<°o. If r

= max {«(F); P el, |£|=-Vj then 0<r< 1. By the maximum principle,

«(F/2) ^ /-«(F),       Pel.

Setting F=(0, 23~'), the ratio test implies the desired convergence and Lemma 4

follows.

The second estimate of K(P, Q) is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 5. If A = A(s0, Q0) is any disc with center Q0 then

ess sup K(A', Q) ̂  0       as   A' -> Q0.
QedD-A

Proof. Shrink the region 1 of the previous proof by the factor s0/3 and translate

it as before. Let 2„ denote the region obtained and let ««, correspond to «. If A'

is a small disc with center at Q' e 8D—A then Lemma 2 implies

(3.14) cop(A') ̂  ccüB(V3.o')(A'),       PeD-W(s0/3,Q').
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By Harnack's principle

w«.0/3,q')(a/) s c_°(A').

Hence (3.14) and the maximum principle imply

_P(A') S coj0(A')hx(P)

for Pe D Ci _œ. Hence

ojA'(A')loj°(A') -> 0       as   A'-+Q0,

uniformly for all small discs A'-dP- A. This proves Lemma 5.

4. In this section we show that a harmonic function which is bounded from below

in a starlike Lipschitz domain D is nontangentially bounded at every point, except

for a set of harmonic measure zero. We then use the result of §1 to obtain non-

tangential boundary values for such functions. We also remove the starlike condi-

tion on D by an argument involving only the definition of harmonic measure.

At the end of the section we state a corollary of the main result.

Lemma 1. Suppose u(P) is nonnegative (bounded from below) in a Lipschitz

domain D which is starlike about the origin. Then u is nontangentially bounded

(from above and below) at every point Qe 3D except for a set of harmonic measure

zero.

Proof. As before, for 0 < r < 1 and PeD,

u(rP) =  f   u(rQ) da>p(Q).
JdD

Hence the nonnegative measures u(rQ) dwp(Q) are uniformly bounded in r for each

fixed P. Hence there is a sequence rn -> 1 and a finite Borel measure pf such that

a(rnQ) dojp(Q) converges weakly to dpp(Q). The sequence {/■„} depends on P, but

we may assume each {/■„} is a subsequence of the sequence yielding the weak limit of

u(rQ) dm°(Q). Since u(rnP)-+u(P) we obtain

u(P) = [   dpp(Q),
JdD

PeD.

At this point we remark that even though dmp = K(P, ■ ) da>°, we cannot assert

that dpp = K(P, ■ ) dp°, since we do not know that A(P, g) is continuous in g for

P fixed. However, suppose P is any open subset of dD. Then

f   ̂ p(g) = sup f   g(g)^p(g)
Jll JdD
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where the supremum is taken over all continuous functions g with g(Q)fkxAQ)-

For such g,

f   g(Q) dpp(Q) = lim \   g(Q)u(rnQ)K(P, Q) dco°(Q)
JdD n-»oo JdD

â [ess sup K(P, g)l lim f   g(Q)u(rnQ) doj°(Q)
L     QeR J  n-»oo Jgo

= [ess sup K(P, Q)] f   £(ß) rf^(ß)

g [ess sup £(F, Q)] f c^°(ß).

Hence,

(4.1) f dpp(Q) g [ess sup *(/>, ß)l f rfM°(ß)

for any open set R.

We now choose the discs A, A0,..., AN and the rings R0,..., RN as in §2,

except that we now require R0,..., RN and 8D — A to be open. This can be accom-

plished by allowing the rings to overlap by a fixed proportion of their radius. Clearly

this has no effect on the estimates of K(P, Q). We then have, by (4.1),

0 Ú u(A') g f fess SUP K(A'> Q)] f   dp°(Q)
fï0 L    QsR, 1 Ja,

+ [ess sup K(A', ß)l f       dp,°(Q).
LQedD-A J  JdD-A

¡do-A dp°(Q) is clearly bounded. The differentiation theorem of §1 shows that

dp-°(Q) = G>°(A,)]
/Ja¡Aj

for all ß0 e 8D except for a set of harmonic measure zero. Hence, the estimates of

K(A', Q) for A' restricted to a nontangential subdomain of D at ß0 show that u is

nontangentially bounded at almost every (dw°)Q0 e 8D. This proves the lemma.

In order to use Lemma 1, we develop two lemmas concerning a certain type of

subdomain D of the starlike Lipschitz domain D. The proof of each of these two

lemmas is based on the following remark.

Remark. If D is a starlike Lipschitz domain and/(ß), ß e 8D, is integrable with

respect to harmonic measure in D, then \dD f(Q) da>p(Q) has nontangential limit

f(Q) on 8D except for a set of harmonic measure zero. In particular, setting

f=XE, E^dD, we see a/(£) has nontangential limit 1 at points of £ except for a

set of harmonic measure zero.

This remark was proved in §§2 and 3, since

f   f(Q) d<»p(Q) =  Í   f(Q)K(P, Q) dcoO(Q).
JdD JdD
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Lemma 2. If D is Lipschitz and starlike about the origin and F is any subset ofdD,

let flcfl be the domain formed by taking the union of all standard inner cones with

vertices at QeF. If E^ F is a set of harmonic measure zero with respect to D then

it is also of harmonic measure zero with respect to D.

Proof. Let -p(-) denote harmonic measure on D and let Pc be the complement

of Pin 3D. For PedDn D, wp(Ec)^c0, 0<c„ < 1. This follows from Lemma 1 of

§3 since by definition of D the standard cone at P e 8D n D oriented away from

the origin intersects dD in a disc contained in FC<=EC. Since cup(P) + ojp(Pc) = 1,

PeD, it follows that

(4.2) wp(E) Sl-c0       for   PedDnD.

If <f>(P) is any lower function of Xe in D, (4.2) combined with </>(P)Sojp(E) implies

that cp(P) — l+c0 is a lower function of Xe in D. Since P has harmonic measure zero

with respect to D, <f>(P) S 1 - c0, P e D. It follows that ojp(E) S 1 - c0, P e D. Hence,

_P(P) cannot have nontangential limit 1 at any point Qe E. The preceding Remark

then shows that P must be of harmonic measure zero with respect to P, which

completes the proof.

Lemma 3. If D is Lipschitz and starlike about the origin and Fis any subset ofdD,

let D^D be the domain formed by taking the union of all standard inner cones with

vertices at QeF. For each Qe E, E a measurable subset of 8D n dD, let S(Q) be

a nontangential subdomain of D at Q. Then for almost every (da>°)Q e E there is a

neighborhood N(Q) of Q such that N(Q) n 5(g) is a nontangential subdomain

of D at Q.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that if T(g) is a nontangential cone of D at g e P,

then T(g) is locally contained in D for almost every (dw°)Q e E.

If T(g) is not locally contained in D then there is a sequence of points Pn -> g,

Pn e T(g), Pn 4 D. Since Pn $ D, the same argument which led to (4.2) gives

cup»(p)<tCx< 1, «_ 1. According to our Remark we must have cup»(P)-> 1, for all

g e P except for a set of harmonic measure zero. This completes the proof.

We now prove the existence of nontangential boundary values for functions which

are harmonic and bounded from below in starlike Lipschitz domains. The technique

will suggest that used in §5 to establish our main result.

Theorem. Suppose u(P) is harmonic and bounded from below (or from above) in

the starlike Lipschitz domain D. Then u has a finite nontangential limit at each Qe8D

except for a set of harmonic measure zero.

Proof. Suppose u does not have a finite nontangential limit at each QeE,

ojp(E)>0. By Lemma 1, « is bounded in almost every (doj°) standard inner cone

with vertex at QeE. By choosing a subset of P (and denoting it by P) we may

assume that u is uniformly bounded from above and below in the starlike Lipschitz
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domain D formed by the union of all standard inner cones at ß e £. According to

Lemma 3, for almost every (dw°)QeE, u does not have a finite nontangential

limit from within D. The result of §2 then implies that the harmonic measure of £

with respect to D is zero. From Lemma 2 it follows that cop(£)=0 and the theorem

is established.

5. In this section we relate certain local harmonic measures to the harmonic

measure on our given domain D. We then reduce our most general result to a

situation similar to that considered in §4.

Lemma 1. Suppose D and D are domains which are regular for the solution of the

Dirichlet problem, with D<=D. Suppose E<=3D n 3D and there is a neighborhood

N of E such that Nn D = Nn D. Then wp(E) = 0 implies mp(E) = 0.

Proof. If (f>(P) is any lower function of xe in D and y = D n 3D, consider the

subharmonic function «(F) = </>(P) - ôjp(y), P e D. Since </>(P)úl for F e D (and in

particular for F ey) and úp(y) -> 1 as F -> ß, F e D, Q e y, it follows that « is a

lower function of xe in Z5. Sincecöp(F) = 0,«(F)^OforFe/3. Since A^n D = Nn Ö

we have that lim supP^0 <i(F)=lim supP^0 «(F) ^0, Pe D, QeE. But by defini-

tion lim supple çi(F)aO for F e D, ß e Ec. By the maximum principle for sub-

harmonic functions, cf>(P)^0 for P e D and Lemma 1 follows.

Before proving the last essential lemma, let us note the following.

Lemma 2. Suppose D is Lipschitz and starlike about the origin and £c 3D. If

A(S, ß)c£c, then S=o(\Q-Q0\) as |ß-ßo|-^0 for almost every Q0eE.

Proof. Suppose A(Sn, ßn) <=£<>, dn = \Qn-Q0\ with Sn^Mdn, M>0, »£1, and

dn -> 0 as « -»■ oo. Since Sn^Mdn, M>0, we can choose N such that the point Pn

lying on the segment OQn at a distance NSn from Qn is contained in the standard

inner cone at Q0. Lemma 1 of §3 implies that ojp>>(Ec)^œp»(A(Sn, ß„))^ C0>0 and

hence cun(£)g 1 — C0< 1, «Sal. According to the Remark of §4 this is impossible

for ß0 e £ except for a set of measure zero.

Our final lemma is

Lemma 3. Suppose D is a starlike Lipschitz domain and each Q e E^8D is the

vertex of a given cone f (ß) lying in D. Then for almost every (dw°)Q e E, there is a

truncated cone V(Q) with vertex Q and axis along that of T(Q) which lies in the

complement of D.

Proof. By reducing the size of f (ß) and slightly adjusting its axis we may assume

that there are only countably many cones T(ß) which are distinct in size and

orientation. £ can then be partitioned into a countable number of (closed) subsets

Ek such that the cones T(ß) associated with Qe Ek are similar in size and orienta-

tion. (By choosing Ek closed, and hence measurable, we may be associating some

new cones with the point QeE, but this does no harm.) We now fix k and prove

our result for each Ek, which we denote again by £.
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If the axis of f (g) is contained in the standard inner cone at g the assertion is

obvious. Since the axis of f (g) cannot be contained in the standard outer cone at

g, we only need to consider the case when the axis of f (g) intersects neither the

standard inner cone nor the standard outer cone at g. Let T(g) be the cone

opposite to T(g) and choose the aperture of f (g)<= r(g) less than that of T(Q).

Let g0 e P be a point where ojp(E) has nontangential limit 1. We first show that

F(go) n dD is empty in some neighborhood of g0. To see this, note that if

g e r(go) n dD, then g e Ec, since, otherwise g0 e f (g). Because of the Lipschitz

condition on D if g e f(g0) n dD, then A(S, Q)^T(Q0) n dD<=Ec, where S is

proportional to |g-g0|- Hence, if there exist points g„ e Ê(g0) n SP with

gn -»■ go as « -> oo, Lemma 2 yields a contradiction. It is easy to see that T(g0)

cannot be contained in D near g0. If it were, then all Qe dD in some sector of a

disc with center g0 would belong to Ec and Lemma 2 would again give a contra-

diction. This completes the proof.

We can now establish our main result.

Theorem. Suppose D is a domain which is regular for the solution of the Dirichlet

problem and u(P) is harmonic in D. For each g e P<= dD suppose there is some cone

f (g) — D with vertex at Q in which u is bounded either from above or below. Suppose

also that for each QeE there is a cone T(Q) with vertex Q which lies in the comple-

ment of D. Then u has a finite nontangential limit at every QeE, except for a set of

harmonic measure zero.

Proof. We may adjust the size and orientation of the outer cones T(g), QeE,

so that there are only countably many which are distinct in size and orientation.

It is then sufficient to prove the result when the cones T(Q), QeE, are similar in

size and orientation. By partitioning P into sets of sufficiently small diameter and

denoting these sets by P we have that _>=_ n (Dose (F(g))c) is a starlike Lipschitz

domain, where S is a sphere and P<=_.

We may assume that f(g)-7). Lemma 3 of this section shows that for almost

every (dô>p)Q e E there is a cone T(g) with vertex at g, axis along the axis of

T(g) and such that f (g) is exterior to P. Since D n !,<=£>, f (g) is exterior to D.

Also, D n_ — £> implies the exceptional subset of P is of harmonic zero with

respect to D n _ and then Lemma 1 of this section implies it is of harmonic

measure zero with respect to P. We may disregard this exceptional set.

We now repeat the construction of the starlike Lipschitz domain Û, except this

time we use the exterior cones T(g) instead of the exterior cones F(g). The differ-

ence is that the corresponding interior cones T(g) now have axes parallel to the

axes of the cones F(g). It follows that we may assume that f (g) contains a

standard inner cone of D at g for each QeE. By partitioning P again we may

assume that u (or — u) is uniformly bounded from below in f(g), QeE. Hence,

u is bounded from below in D, the domain formed by the union of the standard

cones of D at g e P. The results of §4 then show that u has a finite nontangential
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limit at almost every (dœp)Q e E. As we have seen above this implies the exceptional

set is of harmonic measure zero with respect to D and the proof is completed.

In the special case when D is the upper half-space En\ x we obtain a result of

Carleson [4]. Calderón [3] proves the existence almost everywhere of nontangential

limits for functions which are harmonic in £n++ x and bounded in cones. Brelot and

Doob [2] extend the results of Calderón [3] and Carleson [4] by considering a more

general class of functions on £„++i.

Widman [7] proves the existence almost everywhere of nontangential limits for

functions which are harmonic and bounded from below in Liapounov domains.

He also states an analogue of Calderón's theorem (see [3]) for Liapounov domains.

These results are included in our theorem.
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